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Professional Nursing Concepts: Competencies for Quality Leadership, Third Edition takes a

patient-centered, traditional approach to the topic of nursing education. An ideal text for teaching

students how to transition from the classroom to practice, it focuses on the core competencies for

health professionals as determined by the Institute of Medicine (IOM). Completely updated and

revised, the new edition incorporates the latest findings from the IOMâ€™s Future of Nursing report.

New to this edition is a chapter on success in a nursing education program, more case studies

throughout, and a new electronic reflection journal activity in each chapter. Also featured are new

appendices on quality improvement (QI), staffing and a healthy work environment, and getting the

right position for the new RN or graduate. Topics include reflective learning and practice,

interprofessional team reports, healthcare reform resulting from the Affordable Care Act (ACA),

CCNE accreditation standards, meaningful use of informatics, AONE principles of leadership and

management, the nurseâ€™s role in quality improvement, QSEN and how it relates to the IOM

competencies, and health teaching and coaching. Each new print copy includes Navigate 2

Advantage Access that unlocks a comprehensive and interactive eBook, student practice activities

and assessments, a full suite of instructor resources, and learning analytics reporting tools.
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Good rental price for a full semester, considering it's about $90 at best to buy new everywhere I

looked.  gives a good amount of time to return it-they seem to be in sync with when semesters



generally end.Mine still has the access code unused (score!) and moderate highlighting.  doesn't

guarantee that the access code will be unused/unpeeled-if your professor requires this then look

elsewhere because it's luck of the draw. I also like that you can return at end of semester with free

shipping label from your account. As for this book, it's pretty dry-but required so no choice.

#nursingschool

Literally the WORST textbook I've ever had in my life. So much useless fluff that you don't need to

be reading. I feel like 99% of this book was just a complete waste of time and brain space. "There is

no I in team, and this is very important to note" actual quote out of the book. If you have to get this

book for your class, I'm sorry. I could probably write a whole other book about how terrible this book

is. It even said Freud was alive during the 18th century... ARE YOU SERIOUS???

Perfect condition and came with access card

Intersting methodology!

Just as expected!

The books were new and got here on time as promised.

great book, love the ability to rent it!

Excellent quality for a used book.
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